The Medeco deadbolt cabinet lock is specifically designed for drawer or cabinet door applications where a conventional lock is not adequate. The deadbolt model adds extra security to the cabinet. Available in original, Biaxial, and Medeco 3 keyways.

Applications:

- Cabinets
- Showcases
- Office Furniture
- OEM

Part Numbers:

- 62X10555X-6XX-XX-XXX, 5 pins, 1 Keypull
- 62X12555X-6XX-XX-XXX, 5 pins, 2 Keypull
- 62-70515-6-XX, Core Removable (not included), 4 pins, 1 Keypull

Typical Mounting: Wood
Spring-bolt Cabinet Lock

The Medeco spring-bolt cabinet lock is specifically designed for drawer or cabinet door applications where a conventional key pull lock would not be practical. It is easy to install with a simple key pull and features a spring bolt that retracts when the key is removed, providing protection against prying open.

Applications:

- Cabinets
- Showcases
- Office Furniture
- OEM

Part Numbers:

- 62X11555X-6XX-XX-XXX, 5 pins, 1 Keypull
- 62-71515-6-XX, Core Removable (not included), 4 pins, 1 Keypull

Typical Mounting: Wood

62 Series Spring Bolt Cabinet Lock
Glass Door® Deadbolt Cabinet Lock

Designed to wrap around the edge of a glass cabinet door, this lock does not require a mounting hole through the mounting surface. The kit comes complete with a catch for the deadbolt. Available in Medeco and wafer versions.

Applications:

- Cabinets
- Showcases

Part Numbers:

- AS004163-XX, 4 pins, 2 Keypulls
- B408, black, includes 2 keys
- C408, chrome, includes 2 keys

Typical Mounting: 1/4” glass or plastic

Glass Door® Deadbolt Cabinet Lock (Pin Style)
Cabinet Locks

The front and back half of the lock mount through the door, sandwiching the glass between for a clean, stylish fit. The kit comes complete with a catch for the deadbolt. Available in Medeco 1 and 2 keypull versions.

Applications:

- Cabinets
- Showcases

Part Numbers:

- AS004693-XX, 4 pins, 1 Keypull
- AS004694-XX, 4 pins, 2 Keypulls

Typical Mounting: 1/4” glass or plastic

AS004693-XX Cabinet Lock

Glass Door Cam Lock
Cabinet Locks

A simple solution to securing glass cabinet doors, the cam lock mounts through a hole in the glass. It is kept from the glass by a spring-loaded pin.

Applications:
- Cabinets
- Showcases

Part Numbers:
- AS005497-XX, 5 pins, 1 Keypull

Typical Mounting: MWSPI exclusive design is also available in Abloy, and CompX versions.

Applications:
- Cabinets
- Showcases

Part Numbers:
- OF230
- OF220C (Classic keyway version)

Typical Mounting: Wood Drawers

Notice: The Abloy OF230 is an 11-disc, flat bolt cabinet lock that has a nickel plated steel bolt and installs on doors with a maximum thickness of 25mm. Available in Classic, Protec, and Exec keyways.

Notice: Locks are delivered with a default setting where the key is removable only in locked position. By adjusting the hexagonal bolt on the rear reverse of the lock the key can be removed both in locked and unlocked positions.

Applications:
- Cabinets
- Office Furniture
- Drawers

Part Numbers:
- OF230
- OF220C (Classic keyway version)

Typical Mounting: Wood Drawers
The Abloy OF231 is an 11-disc, spring bolt cabinet lock that has a brass bolt and installs on doors with a maximum thickness of 25mm. Available in Classic, Protec, and Exec keyways.

**NOTE:**
Locks are delivered with a default setting where the key is removable only in locked position. By adjusting the hexagonal bolt on the rear reverse of the lock, the key can be removed both in locked and unlocked positions.

**Applications:**
- Cabinets
- Office Furniture
- Drawers

**Part Numbers:**
- OF231
- OF221C (Classic keyway version)

**Typical Mounting:**
Wood Drawers
Cabinet Locks

The Abloy OF232 is an 11-disc, front mounted, flat bolt cabinet lock that has a nickel plated steel bolt and installs on doors with a maximum thickness of 25mm. Available in Classic, Protec, and Exec keyways.

**NOTE:** Locks are delivered with a default setting where the key is removable only in locked position. By adjusting the hexagonal bolt on the rear reverse of the lock, the key can be removed both in locked and unlocked positions.

**Applications:**
- Cabinets
- Office Furniture
- Drawers

**Part Numbers:**
- OF232

**Typical Mounting:** Wood Drawers

The Abloy OF233 is an 11-disc, central locking bolt cabinet lock that has a nickel plated steel bolt and installs on doors with a maximum thickness of 25mm. Available in Classic, Protec, and Exec keyways.

**NOTE:** Locks are delivered with a default setting where the key is removable only in locked position. By adjusting the hexagonal bolt on the rear reverse of the lock, the key can be removed both in locked and unlocked positions.

**Applications:**
- Cabinets
- Office Furniture
- Drawers

**Part Numbers:**
- OF233

**Typical Mounting:** Wood Drawers
The Abloy OF234 is an 11-disc, central locking bolt cabinet lock that has a nickel plated steel bolt and installs on doors with a maximum thickness of 25mm. Available in Classic, Protec, and Exec keyways.

**NOTE:**
Locks are delivered with a default setting where the key is removable only in locked position. By adjusting the hexagonal bolt on the rear reverse of the lock, the key can be removed both in locked and unlocked positions.

**Applications:**
- Cabinets
- Office Furniture
- Drawers

**Part Numbers:**
- OF234

**Typical Mounting:**
Wood Drawers
Cabinet Locks

The Abloy OF235 is an 11-disc, double hook bolt cabinet lock that has a nickel plated steel bolt and installs on doors with a maximum thickness of 25mm. Available in Classic, Protec, and Exec keyways.

NOTE:
Locks are delivered with a default setting where the key is removable only in locked position. By adjusting the hexagonal bolt on the rear reverse of the lock the key can be removed both in locked and unlocked positions.

Applications:
- Cabinets
- Office Furniture
- Drawers

Part Numbers:
- OF235

Typical Mounting:
- Wood Drawers

PDF Brochure
DR Series Wood Drawer Lock

This tubular drawer lock is easily installed on a wood drawer and available in chrome finish only. It has a 3/8" bolt throw and an "A" dimension of 7/8". The key turns 180 degrees to open with key pulls at 12:00 & 6:00.

Applications:
- Cabinets
- Showcases
- Drawers

Part Numbers:
- DR1008

Typical Mounting: Wood Drawers
23000 Series Wood Drawer Lock

This single bitted drawer lock is easily installed and matches industry standard mounting holes. Available for panel thicknesses of 3/4", 7/8" and 1-1/8" makes it ideal for cabinet and drawer applications. Lock is available for panel thicknesses of 3/4", 7/8" and 1-1/8"

Applications:

- Cabinets
- Showcases
- Drawers

Part Numbers:

- MFW23006 - 3/4" Stainless Steel, Spring Latch & Deadbolt Funstion
- MFW23007 - 7/8" Stainless Steel, Spring Latch & Deadbolt Funstion
- MFW23008 - 1-1/8" Stainless Steel, Spring Latch & Deadbolt Function
- MFW23006B - 3/4" Brass, Spring Latch & Deadbolt Funstion
- MFW23007B - 7/8" Brass, Spring Latch & Deadbolt Funstion
- MFW23008B - 1-1/8" Brass, Spring Latch & Deadbolt Function

Typical Mounting: Wood Drawers